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Fed Commission OKs Grass Legalization
Recommends Rem·oval ol Penalties for Personal Use; Selling Should Remain felony
W A S HI N G 'l' 0 N ( UP l ) that President Nixon
does not approve, a Federal
Commission declared Wti~dnesday
t~t personal possession and use
of m~ijua.na in the privacy of the
horne should be legali~ed.
After a year of study, the
13-member National Commission
on Marijuana and Drug Abuse .
concluded that while the dangers
of marijuana. smoking have been
greatly exagerrated, it is "not an
innocuous <kug" and that growing
o:r; selling it and using it in public
should still be banned.
Contrary to widespread belief,
it declared, there was no evidence
that marijuana in itself, causes
c:rimes, juvenile delinquincy,
sexual immorality or addiction to
ha:rd dl:ugs,
Noting that 42 states and the
Dish·ict of Columbia regard
marijuana posse~;sion as a
misdemeanor~ the Commission
Forew~ned
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influep.ce of ma.djuana. would be spo,kesman, "still opposes the
liable to damage to persons QJ.' legalization of marij\mna."
property.
Nixon Ignores
HThroughout the Commission's
Indicating that its findings
deliberations there was a recurring would be ignored by the
awa:reneS$ of the possibility that administration, just aa the
marijuana use may be a fad which, PJ;esidellt dismiss.ed ~llother
if not institutionalized, will :recede Commission's call for liberalized
substantially. in time," the panel obscenity laws for adults, the
headed by former Gov. !laymond White House said the Shafer
P. ShafeJ;" of Pennsylvania said in a Commission's Report "will now
report to the president and become a part of that body of
congress, which created it in information that all gt;>vernment
Octobe:t\ 1970.
. agencies will use., ·
Meanwhile, it said, '{we must
The Commission began work
de-glorify, de-mythologize and exactly one yeat ago with nine
de-emphasize the use of marijuana mtlmbers appointed by the
and other drugs" to discourage President aud four Congressional
exposu!e of a greater portion of members of both parties named
the population to the risks of by House and Senate leaders. Its
heavy l.lsage.
recommendation.a are purely
advisory.
·
See Related Story on paae 3
It was proposed in an
-c
amendment to the 1970 Drug
Control Act by Rep. Paul G.
HFJ;"om what is now known Rogers, D-Fla., one of five
about the effects of mal:'ij.uana, its. Commisdon members who
use a he present level does not dissented from the final marijuana
constit te a major threat to public report.
Rogers, Rep, Tim Lee Carter~
health it said.
f}i!'IW
No etheless, uthis statement (R·Ky.), and Mitchell Ware of the.
t;r h shoul not lead to complacency• Chicago Police Department said
tn;a Marij . a is not an innoc"'sms that in addition to the majority
\Jf"CI
drug/ 1t added. Although only recommendations, a civil fine
two er cent of the estimated 24 should be imposed for possession
'~" 1
Americans who have ever of any amount of marijuana, in
· ''l YJ
ie
marijuana are considered private or public.
"The civil fine/' they said,
a users, it said, any significant
ucleady symbol~zes societal
inc~ se in the <kug's availability
" · ld convert what is not a disapproval and is a simple
r public health concern in mechanism for law enforcement
this count:ry to one of major authorities to carry out."
proportions. u
Two other members went
The President said last year that further than the Commission
he would reject any Commission major.ity, Sens. Jacob K. Javits,
recommendation that marijuana {R-N.Y.), and Ha.rold E. Hughes
be legali:&ed. He received the (D .. Iowa); disagreed that
report fwm Shafer Tuesday 1 and marijuana usage should be
the White House made clear discouraged.
Wednesday that Nixon's position
Javits and Hughes proposed
was unchanged.
eliminating a pro.vision that would
"The President," said a make the drug a contraband,

:recommended that all federal ~nd
state penalties she>uld be removed
for simple pose~;&ion for private,
per.sonal use, as well as "(.!asual
distribution" of small amounts
jnvolving no exchange of money.
MoJley Making
Howevel\ the panel said, the
cultivation, sale §;?r distribution of
marijuana for profit, or its
possession with intent to sell,
should remain a felony,
In public, possession of one
ounce or less would not be an
offense, although the marijuana
would be subject to seizure.
Possession of more than one
ounce, public distribution of ,small
amounts !Jut involving money or
any public use would be
punishable by fines of $100.
Disordedy conduct associated
with marijuana intoxication
would be subject to a maximum
penaltyof60daysinprisonanda
$100 fine~ Motorists under the
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:removing erim•nal sahctions ftom
all nonprofit sales, and allowing
possession of more than Qne
ounce of madjuana.
The Commission is to mak"' a
oocond report ne~t year QU drug
abuse in general.
Major points in today's report
by the National Commission on
Marijuana and Drug Abuse:
RecQmmendations:
-Remove legal penalties against
possession of mat'ij1,1ana for
persona.!, private use, parti~ularly
hl 1 the home-generally
unprosecuted anyway-under
both federal and state laws.
·
-Officially discourage
marij1,1ana use, concentrating on
prevention of hea'vy and very
heavy use.
-Continue criminal penalties
for production, distribution and
public use, but :make state laws
uniform and assess fines only for
most public use.
-Extend drunk and disorde:dy
laws in the states to disorderly
conduct associated with public
use of marijuana or ~juana
intoxication and puni~hing
offenders with up to 60 days in
jail, a fine of $100 or both.
-Repeal federal law barring
cas1.1al distrib1.1tion of small
amounts of pot where no money
exchanges hands; at the state level
allow seizure of one ounce or less
in public, witho1.1t making such
possession an offense; make both
possession of more than one
ounce and public distribution of
small amounts criminal offenses
punishable by fines of $100 each.
-Make drivers liable for
damage to persons or property
caused while under the influence
of marijuana.
Findings:
~
-Marijuana may be a passing
fad among the young that society
(please turn to page 8}
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White Unveils Record Budget;·
Minority Studies Not Funded
His'Handiwork' Repealed
Guaranteeing Ms. Rights
WASHINGTON (UPI)-B~ a ratification of the 19th
resounding roll call vote of 84 to amendment.
Hawaii ratified the proposed
8, the Senate Wednesday
approved and sent to the states constitutional amendment less
for ratification a proposed than two hours after it was given
cons t i tu ti o nal amendment final Congressional approval,
guaranteeing women equal legal putting the island state in
contention to be the first to ratity
rights.
After defeating a series of the amendment.
The House approved the equal
weakning amendments offered by
Sen. Sam J. Ervin (D-N.C.), who rights amendment in each of the
complained in a voice breaking past two years, the last time by a
with emotion that his colleagues vote of 354 to 23, but Ervin
would Hrepeal the handh•1ork of: almost single·handedly blocked
God," the Senate endorsed this Senate action on the measure for
language to be the 27th years.
The eight senators who voted
amendment to the Constitution!
against the amendment were
<~Equality of rights ut1der the
law shall not be denied or Er-vin, Wallaee F. Bennett
abridged by the Urtited States or (R~Utah), James L. Buckley
(OR-N.Y.), Not"dS Cottort
by an~ state on account of sex.
"The Congress shall have the (R·N.H.}, Paul Fannin (R~Ariz.),
power to enforce-, by appropriate Barry M. Goldwater (R·Ariz),
legislation, the pro~isions of this Clifford P. Hansen {R-Wyo-.), and
John C. Stennis {D·Miss.).
article.
Two presidential contenders,
''This amendment shall take
etfect two ~ears after the date of Sens. Edmund S. Muskie
{D-Maifie), and Hubert H.
ratification.,
The amendment is subject t11 Humphrey {D·Minn.) voted for
ratification by three-fourths-or the amefidment. Two others,
38,.....of the states. Its election-year Sen s. George S. McGovern
proval by the Senate after a (D·S.D.), and Henry M. Jackson
.
feminist campaign of rtearly half a (D·Wash.), did not vote.
McGovern, however, issued a
century makes it the first
constitutional amendment statement from Milwaukee calling
affecting women to clear Congress it "a historic day" and noted he
since women were guaranteE!d the had beett present Tu<!sday to vote
right to vote irt 1920 wHh against ncrlppling amendments.,

ASUNM President Ken White last night un\'eiled
to the Senate a record proposed budget of
$248,729.
The budget for this year, which had set the
existing record, is some $8000 less than White's
proposal at $240,589. The expected total ASUNM
expenditure next year. including non~appropriated
futtds, is over $285,000~
The Senate Finance Committee must now review
White's recommendations and the full Senate must
act befote sending the budget to the. student body
for its appro\'al or rejection later this Spring.
The largest single ex.penditure in White's proposal
is $35,777 for KUNM·FM followed by $29,000 fo:r
the Cultural Committee~ The Daily Lobo ·js next at
$27 ;-451 attd then comes the Speakers Committee at
$18,000.
But not included in White's recommendation are
all of the minority studies. Last yea:r these groups
(Black, Chicano and Native American Studies) were
funded at a total of $8000. White had indicated
previously that he would not recommend any
funding for these groups. preferring instead to rely
on ' 1administration support'; for the program.
At the same time, however, White also included
furtding for the Black Student Uniont the black
dance troupe Uhuru Sasa and for the Kiva Club.
White said virtually all organizations were
r(!ceiving less than their requested allocation.
By far the largest cut in White's budget over that
allocated this year is for the Daily Lobo which
would receive $27 ;451 compared to a requested
$59,000. In ex.plaining that cut White said the Daily
Lobo has a $15,000 capital :reserve fund which
should ba used next year to ••purchase on-time,
outright, or lease such equipment for off-set
printing as it deems necessary afid begin to have
students complete the tasks" necessary to physically
put the paper together.
Currently, the Daily Lobo is set up and pasted up
irt the Urtiversity printing plant which is a union
shop and it is these operations which White said
should blil performed by .students.
White also cut KUNM·FM by tMarJy $3000 ftom
this year to a level of $35,777. This year the campus
radio station is receiving $38,7 49 and had requested
$42t000. In explaining that cut White said he is
attempting to get Hthe administration to pick up afi
additional $4000 so in actuality KUN'M will be
receiving more next -year than they are getting this
yE!ar.'•
In the rjght broad areas of the budg<!t this is how

White's proposed budget stacks up against that in
effect this year;
-General Governmental $24,038 .compared to
$22,155 this ~ea:r. lncludes salaries and expense
accounts for ASUNM president and vice president,
Senate operations fund. secretaries' salaries, etc.
-Executive Agencies $17,102 up from $11,257.
Ineludes such committees as Consumer Affairs,
Public Relations, Statistics and Research and the
Student Lobby.
-community Affairs $255 compared to $60 this
year. Inrludes membership in the Chamber of
Commerce and funds for Voter Registl:ation.
-Special ASUNM Serivces $79,554 compared to
$62t546. Includes funding for Speakers Committee,

Ken White
Agora, Cultural Committee and the Clinical Law
Ptog:ratn among others,
-Scholarship and Financial Aid increa$ed to
$9121 from $5900.
-communicatiolls cut to $67,428 from $90,899
this year, Includes expEmditures for the Daily Lobo,
KUNM-FM and the Thunderbird.
-Educational Programs increased to $5152 from
$4972. I1u::ludes Amistad and the Drop·ln Center.
-Student Activities and Organizations increased
to $31,500 frotn $23,344. Included are such
~organizations as the. Black Student tJniori, Uhuru
Sa.sa, Kiva Club, En'Vironmerttal Actiort Center.
NROTC and EngifiMr'G Joint Council among e>thers.
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Commission 'De-Emphasizes' Grass Problem
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W 1\. SHIN GTON (UP!)Highlights of today's report of the
National Commission on
Marijl.lana and Drug Abuse:
Usage of marijuana:
About 24 mill!on Americans
over age 11 have tried it, with
greatest incidence in the 18-lU age
brncket, There are about 500,000
heavy use~s-that is, several ti'f!1es
a day. Th1rty per cent of all h1gh
school juniors and seniors and 44
pe, cent of all college students
have used it.

Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend

editorial

Constitution Vague, NQt Specific
ASUNM is revising its constitution in an the Regents have never gotten a look at it,
attempt to make it flexible, toss out let alone approved it.
The 1968 document does not meet
deadweight passages and align it with
pending revisions in all- University ASUNM's needs today. For example a list of
governance.
15 standing executive committees eontains
at
least three which do not function because
Although we doubt a viable re-working of
they
have no members and no funds. The
ASUNM's central "rulebook" can be
·judicial
section is weighted down with
accomplished in the three busy weeks before
administrative
minutiae of court
the Spring election, we support the idea,
proceedings.
ASUNM's constitution writers are caught
Everything beyond the basic guidelines of
between two extremes, specificity and the three government bJ;anches and a
dangerous vagueness. A constitution too statement of basic student rights should be
detailed can tie a government to outworn cut out, The composition, number and
policies, one too vague can he unethically function of standing executive committees
manipulated by crafty politicians.
should be determined by legislation so they
ASUNM is now functioning under two can be made responsive to changes in
constitutions, with both these faults. The student population and priorities. Methods
1968 document, legal because it was of judicial proceedings. should be left to
approved by the Regents, is far too specific. legislation and to precedent.
We are waiting to see the new document,
The one passed by students in last Spring's
election is absurd in its ambiguities. Its only and hope it avoids the burdensome detail of
saving grace is that it is not in effect, since the old.

Ex Cathedra
By lim

Hunt~r

Cuba's delegation to the United Nations is pressing for a
UN investigation into the American "occupation" of the
island of Puerto Rico. The issue has gone to the
~'decolonialization committee," where the U.S. representative
noted that Puerto Ricans have consistently voted to remain
affiliated with the U.S.
In Cuba, persons who oppose the "dictatorship of the
proletariat" must flee far their lives. In Puerto Rico,
separatists may openly conduct their activitie!l, so long as
they do not lapse into criminal undertakings.
Perhaps the solution to the problem of the two islands
would be a transfer of population: those Cubans who desire
to live in a society governed by law could come to Puerto
Rico; those Puerto Ricans who like slavery could go to the
prison-island of Cuba.
There is no question .that the U.S. acquired Puerto Rico
lihrough military conquest in 1898, The fact that Puerto Rico
has. .9hosen to remain loosely affiliated with the United States
should not obscure the fact that the Puerto Ricans have the
privilege of terminating this relationship if they desire. ·The
U.S. government should not feel endangered if the Puerto
Ricans change their minds about the present Commonwealth
status of the island.
For a long time it has seemed as if the American Congress
was especially desireous of "buying off" the Puerto Rico
nationalists with money and special privileges. This is totally
wrong, the U.S. should not attempt to control opinion in the
island. If Puerto Rico wants independence, it should have it.
If it desires to be associated with the U.S., it should do so on
terms acceptable to the American taxpayer.

* * *

Who Uses It and Why:
There is no typical user nor any
typicql path that leadS to use.
''Parents provide the tnost
important example of acceptable
drug-taking behavior for their
children. That marijuana users
fr!lquently have medicine-taking,
cigarette-smoking or
liquor-drinking parents has been
demonstrated."
Al$0 "marijuana has become
both a focus and a symbol of the
generation gap and for many
young people its use has become
an expedient means of protest
against adult values; •.• "
"Marijuana use, for many
young people, has become a part
of a ritual. It takes on the aspects
of participating in a shared
experience which, for some if not
all, is enjoyable in itself. For
many, it becomes an even more .
interesting experience because it is
forbidden .•. "
"The marijuana user is not, for
the most part, a social isolationist
or a severely disturbed individual
in need of treatment or
confinement. Most users, young
or old, demonstrate an average or
above-average degree of social
functioning, academic
achievement and job
performance." ·

Youth in Government: Rep. William Colmer (0-Miss.} will
not seek re-election this year and is to give up chairmanship
of the House Rules Committee. Colmer, 82 years old, will be
succeeded by a young liberal, Ray Madden (0-Ind.) who is a
mere 80 years old. The third congressman in seniority is
probably too young to become a committee chairman in the
near future; he is only 71. The power of the youth vote is

Heavy Use and Harder Drugs:
"Heavy users hope tQ find more
than simple fun or relief from
boredom. These people often have
feelings of loneliness, isolation
and overprotection from their
home and family, often involving
a dominating mother and an

clearly n decisive factor in the choice of committee chairmen.

unemotional £~atW. ..,'
..Studfes conrltmed an

'YECCH!'·

Commentary

Tuna, Oil, China May be 'frouble
By PIIIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Tuna fish and oil tankers may
seem to have nothing in common,
Yet they do have and this
common denominator could be
the source of an early collision
between the United States and
China.
As a self-proclaimed champion
of under-developed countries
China has declared her suppo~t for
Latin American countries claiming
sovereignty over waters· up to 200
miles of[ their coastUne.
Half a world away she also has
declared support for Indonesian
and Malaysian claims to
ownership of the 600-mile-long
Malacca Strait, through which
Japan obtains some 90 per cent of
her oil, Traditionally• the M11lacca
Strait has been considered an
international waterway in the
same way as Gibraltar, open to all
nations by right of innocent
passage.
Last year, 40,000 ships passed
through the Malacca Strait.
As to Latin American claims,
the waters off Peru and Ecuador
are especially rich in tuna. Both
nations are among those claiming
ownership of waters 200 miles off
their constlines, and from them
fishing vessels flying the U.S. flag
last year took a catch valued at
$17 million.
During 1971 Ecundor seized
so m l' 50 American vessels £or
Page 2

fishing without proper licenses
and fined them more than $1.5
million.
In retaliation the United States
banned sale of arms to Ecuador
and the situation since 1-.as
remained at deadlock.
Cold war and ecological factors
entered into the joint Indonesian
and Malaysian decision to declare
ownership of the Malacca Strait.
With the withdrawal of British
naval forces from east of Suez,
both the United States and the
Soviet Union stepped up their
patrols through the strait which
links the Indian Ocean and the
China Sea. .
.
One objective of the Malaysians
and Indonesians, it was said, was
to prevent the strait from
becoming an international hunting
ground fo:r contesting navies.
Another was to limit the size of
oil tankers making the passage
through the strait whose waters
sometimes are only about 20 feet
deep. Super tankers draw as much
as 60 feet or more.
Both Moscow and Tokyo have

protested the move and have been
charged by Peking with collusion
against the interests of small
nations in Southeast Asia. The
Chinese also have accused Japan
of seeking both military and
economic control of the Strait.
By international agreement,
territorial limits formerly were set
three miles off the coastline, or
the supposed distance a cannon
ball fired from the coat could
reach into the sea,
Nine Latin American· nations
now claim 200 miles. Iceland
claims 50 and five African
countries more than usual12. The
United States only recently
extended its fishing claim to 12
miles.
It is an irony that those nations
laying claim to waters 200 miles
off their coast do so on the basis
of a precedent set by the United
States in 1945. It was a
proclamation by President Harry
s. Truman, which later gained
international recognition, claiming
ownership of mineral resources on
the U.S. continental shelf.
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Don Burge, managing editor
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Dick McDonald, advertising manager

* * *

Stewart Matt, heir to a General Motors fortune, gave
$5499 to McCloskey and $5000 each to McGovern and
Lindsay. In 1968 Mott gave $210,000 to Eugene McCarthy.
An Indiana multi-millionaire, J. Irwin Miller, was the head
of the Rockefeller for President Committee in 1968. This
year his wife kicked in $150,000 for Lindsay and $16,000
for McCloskey.· Mrs. Clementine Tangeman, sister of Miller,
gave $75,000 to Lindsay and $6000 to McCloskey.
The chairman of the executive board of Xerox
Corporation, Max Palevsky, gave McCloskey $9825 and
$25,000 to McGovern.

* * *
'I'he next time you read in the Albuquerque Trivial about
how McGovern, Lindsay, McCloskey and McCarthy represent
the poor, the minorities and the downtrodden, you might
remember these figures. You might also remember that the
Kennedys, the Rockefellers, the R.omneys, the Harrimans,
the Percys are all liberals. Few liberals in politics retire as
poor' men.
The apparent contradiction of rich men beating the drum
for the poor should be resolved by contemplation of ancient
histocy. In Rome, for example, Caesar and his friends were
among the wealthiest of their day. Catilline was a spoiled rich
boy who often made demagogic appeals to the masses. The
rich Romans sought the destruction of the middle class
through taxation and the end of republican institutions. The
poor were simply used as cannon fodder, raw material of
conquest.
Today in America, mass movements are financed and
controlled by extremely rich men. These men should not be
thought of as altruists: their aim is to achieve pQwer and to
hold it against all others. It is a common theme in the 20th
Century.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

"conve~t what is now a minor
public ·health concern in this
''Th~ fact shol.lld be
countJ;y to one of major
em ph as i. <~ e d that the proportions."
ovel'Whelming majority of
CQntrol:
marijuana users do not progress to
Forty·two states and the
other drugs. They either remain
District of Columbia classify
with mariju!J,na or foresak:e its use · possession of marijuana as a
in favor of alcohol....
misdemeanor. In four other states,
o.nly four per cent of current
co\lrts have disc~etion to J>entence
rnar1juana users were found to
possesso~;s as misdemeanors. The
have tried heroin.
Commission conch1ded that
Effects of Usage:
e~:iminal law was "too harsh a tool
"No conclusive evidence exists
to apply to personal tJossession
of any physical damage,
even in the effort to discourage
disturbances of bodily processes use.''
.
or proven human fatalities
The Commission recommended
attributable solely to even very that all federal and state penalties
high doses of marijuana ••• "
"Performance of simple or
familiar tasks is at most minimally
impaired, while poor performance
is demonstrated on complex,
unfamiliar tasks," but "the effect
on personal, social and vocational
functions. is difficult to predict.
"In most cases, the marijuana
intoxication is pleasuxab1e. In rare
cases, the experience may lead to
unpleasant anxiety and panic, and
in a predisposed few, to
psychosis."
Among students, studies
indicated the majority of those
who have used marijuana received
' _,';:
t>flll.l!i
average or above•average grades.
..,...,.,klt>' t"
Behavior of Users;
"The weight of the evidence is
that marijuana does not ca1,1se
violent or· aggressive behavior; if
anything marijuana generally
serves to inhibit the expression of
such behavior .•. "
"We conclude that some users
commit crimes more frequently
than nonusers not because they
use marijuana but because they
happen to be the kinds of people
wllo would be expected to have .a
higher crime rate, wholly apart
from the use of marijuana..•.
" ••• N..tther the marijuana user
nor the drug itself can be said to
constitute a danger to public
safety. For, as two researchers
have so cogently stated for the
commission, 'Whatever an
individual is, in all of his cultlll'al,
social and psychological
complexity, is not going to vanish

freq\lent users of other

drugs."

for simple possession of marijuana official poilcy of <~Li.~:wptlog to
for personal, private use should be discourage its use."
·
removed. Nor should "casual
"TheCommisslonrecognizedin
distribution" of small amounts of advance that those favoring
marijuana, involving no exchange legalization of mariluana on on«::
of money, be an offense.
hand arld those favoring stiffer
But· the Commission urged restriction~ on the other would
retention of tough penalties ·not be satisfied with its report."
against growers, distributors or
"For those:: who feel we have
public 11sers.
.
not _Proceeded far enough, we ar,e
Conclus1on;
remmded of Thomas Jefferson s
The Commission concluded advice to George Washington that
that "marijuana does not, in our 'delay is preferable to error.' For
consideted judgment, rank very those who argue we have gone too
high" among social concerns of far, we nota Roscoe Pound's
the nation. "We would statement 'The law must be
de-emphasize marijuana as a &table, but it must not stand
problem" while recommending an still.'"

0

...

.·

iJ;> a pu££ o£ mariju.nnA Arno;>k4.' "

On the other hand, there
association between marjjuana should not be complacency.
usage and curiosity about use of "Marijuana is not an innocuous
other drugs, primarily for drug." If marijuana should
pleasure, but only a small portion become rapidly available and
of pot users are likely t~ become more people tried it, this could

* * *

As a gesture to public opinion, the McGovern for President
Committee released an "all-inclusive list" several weeks ago
'of -financial contributors. Now, however, the press reports
that several names were left off the list, including those of
ultra-leftist Corliss Lamong and multi-millionaire Cyrus
Eaton. Would anyone like to accuse McGovern of a
"credibility gap?"
Eaton has been the financial angel behind much of the
American left-wing and was a pal to Nikita Krushchev when
that tyrant was riding high. Eaton also received the "Lenin
Peace Prize!' No wonder McGovern wanted to keep him out
of sight
Rep. Paul McCloskey (R-Calif.) was given $5000 by Eaton
towards his campaign in New Hampshire.

pe~sistent,

Constitution Rephrased
A new ASUNM Constitution is
currently being drafted to update
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The revision committee
includes Senators· Anita Loomey
and Charlie Hickham; David Loy,
former president pro tem of the
Senate; Ken White, ASUNM
president and Jack O'Guinn, vice
president.
The new Constitution will be
included on the mid·April general
election ballot if it i& finishNl lly
then, McGuffin said. Two·thirds
of the students voting would have
to favor the Constitution for ]t to
pass. The Regents would then
have to approve it before it goes
into effect.
Last spring a Constitution was
passed by the students, but never
.sent to the Regents.

and rephrase thtl current
constitution adopted in 1968.
"We will include phraseology
which makes allowance for
governance when action is taken,"
said John McGuffin, ASUNM
Supreme Couxt Chief Justice and
a member of the ad Jwc
committee on the Constitution,
"We are trying to get more
student input in decisions at the
University through the
Constitution," McGuffin said.
The court system and ASUNM
committees will be revamped.
"There are committees here that
are no long.er relevant or even
functioning. There are also needs
for committees not included in HaMatzor Shown
the old Constitution," he
There will be a showing of the
continued.
Israeli film HaMatzor, dealing
"There is a problem in student with the Israeli struggle for
government in that leadership independence March 23, at 8:15
changes every year and the p.m. in Mitchell Hall 120. All .
president only becomes reaUy interested parties are invited to
awlll'e of the eapabi!iti!ls and the attend.
latent powers of student
government only after about eight The Moon
or nine months in office," he
The moon will be observable
continued.
March 23 through tJNM's 15 and
The committee is also to one halt inch telescope, from 8 to
include in the Constitution a 10.
eouncil of students which would
Admission ls free although
in e(fect be "what the Regents are children under 12 should be
to the University.''
accompanied by adults.
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AT THE

SUB

COFFEEHOUSE

March 23, 24, 25, 26
$1.00 per person
Thurs., Sun. 8:00
10:00
Fri., Sat. 8:00
9:30
11:00

AT THE

SUB

Drinks 25c
UNM ID Required

COFFEEHOUSE
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Daily Lobo Review

'W7 olv·es In Tlte Kitchen'-!ohjn.Stewart's Finest
f

Lobo Review

Baha'i

'Escur1a
. I, ' 'The Maids'
Plllying at Old Town Studio
this weekend are two one-act
plays: Michel de Ghelderode's
"Escurial," and Jean Genet's "The
Maids."
"Escurial," directed and
designed by T. M. Schmidt, is
about a king (played by Charles
Driscoll) trapped in a kingdom of
death and misery, and engulfed in
his own existensialloneliness. The
monk (played by Luther Elmore)
appears on stage infrequently as a
reminder to the king of the

burden he muct encounter, Folia!,
the king's jester (played by
Crawford MacCallum), is called
upon to humor the king but is
unable to perform his duties as
court clown, as he too is caught
up in the reality of things.
King Weak
Driscoll plays a weak king,
missing the depth the role needs.
His movements and dialogue need
to be much stronger to bring out
the intensity this role demands.
MacCallum plays a good Folia!,
sustaining the intensity of the
character throughout the play.
The dialgoue is too fast
throughout the play, and judging
from intermission gossip l believe
I
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ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR :5'rEAEO NEEDS

COMPLETE SERVICE DEPT.
MONOAY !V.TUFWAV Q 00 ·AM T() 7 00 PM
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RMS HEADPHONES HPlOO
Freq. Resp. 20-20, OOOHz
Reg. 18.88 SPECIAL 10.95
2.68-42.2. 7
$0;1 MlflA\JtiL"O,Ht -

have some support for that

statement.
"The Maids"-a play of a
nature that lets Genet express on
this stage all his feelings for the
fakery and artificiality he sees. It
is a play of two maids who despise
and love one another at the same
time. They nrc in.-:ol":cd 7n ~ bilmc
that has no end, no truth, like a
ferris wheel with· no operator.
Their game is centered around
Madam and her lover. They have
written anonymous letters to the
lice denouncin Madame's

Contraceptives
'Legalized'

lover. After learning of his ref:tlase
they plot to murder Madame so
they will not be discovered. They
fail in their attempt, and one of
them takes her life. The other,
filled with glory and unable to
feel related to the murder of her
sister, leaves to await her destiny.
Men/Women
At this point I would like to
make a note: Please read your
program thoroughly, so you will
not misconstrue the idea behind
the all-women characters played
by men. .As Genet says, "If I were
to have a play put on in which
women had. roles, I would demand
that these roles be performed by
adolescent boys.".
__
Old Town Studios' production
does not have any adolescent boys
playing women's roles, but instead
very· professional male actors.
Both David McKelvy and Ron
Guillemette play perfect maids,
and I have nothing but praise for
these incredibly excellent acting
juL~. James Ttujillo, who plays
the Madame, does a very good job
with his role, but tended to over
do it a little on the feminine side.
Tony Bruskas' direction of this
play is like his actors: superb.
Chuck Feil

!il(lil'i)l ..... ll" • •

.

Sandwiches...
.Mon-sat .;
11 a.m.· a a.m.
Sun
11 a.m.-1 a.m
1600 Central SE
842-6736

Pbota. by Chuclc Fell

Editorships

'THE MARC.H
Tt4otto ERBl ftD
1$

0~

•h·

Co~rR l bVJitJ Ms

Applications for the editorships
of the 1972·73 Daily Lobo and
Thunderbird literary magazine
and for the 1972 summer Lobo
will be 'lccepted by the Student
Publications Board Uuough 4 p.m.
April7.
Application forms are available
in rMm 205 of the journalism
building.
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New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 75

No. 116

Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M 87106
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202;
.
Advertising 277·4002

The Dail)" New Mexico Lobo is
published il'londay through Friday
every regular week of the Univer·
sity Year by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of
New Mexico, and is not financially
associated with UNM. Second class
postage paid at Albuqerque, New
Mexico 81106. Subscription rate is
$7 for the acadetnie year.
The . opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Dally Lobo
a!c those of tht' Author •ol!>!y. lJn•
s1gned OPinion is that of the edi•
torial board of The Daily Lobo.
Nothillg Printed in The Dally Lobo
necessarily repre~ents the views c>f
the University of New Mexico.
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on the bus stop/Sticking our her
thumb· as the cars go by/Pretty
little girl/better keep your legs
crossed/Ha-te io see you gilt lost
on a long, long ride."
Best Live
"Wolves In The Kitchen," was
recoxded· live and. Stewart sounds
better
concert than from the
sanct11ary of a studio. His raw
ene;rgy comes out, he has to sing a
little louder, and the end result
doesn't sound bad. If he translates
all the material on this album live
as well as he did "Wolves In The
Kitchen," then UNM is in for a
memorable weekend of
entertainment when he hits the
Coffeehouse in the Union starting
tonight. Just from what I heard
on this album you can rest assured
that at least one person will be
there.
Jim Pensiero

in

BOOKS
BOOKS, BOOKS
~ umt: PROFt:SSOR
,.,

IWK~

FAIR PLAZA
LOMAS & SAN PEDRO N.E.
Open Mon .• frl. 10am·9 pm •
Sui. 10 um·5 pm
Sull. 1Pl"-6 phi

anything, it ia tho right of tho

Over 30

!If COlHtlLDl H

go to when all your present cases
dry up, An astute observation.
Monkees' Tune
Only one song isn't a Stewart
composition, but he picked a
good one to rearrange. His
recording of "Daydream
Believer," that modern konil,l
crooner first sung by none other
than the Monkees, is fantastic, I
liked it when Jones, Tork, Dolenz,
and Nesmith did it, but Stllwart
does it so much better, especially
since you can understand the
lyrics. Maybe nostaligia (an early
crippler of young adults) has
clouded my opinion of this song;
you '11 have to listen to it and
make up your own mind.
And .now it's time to pick out
the Best Song. Picking the best
song wasn't hard to do, for
"Wolves In The Kitchen··• has that
gritty, old protest song quality
that to me has always been
appealing. I like to be reminded,
as if reading the newspapers isn't
enough, that everything isn't as
well .as the relative serenity of
college existence would have you
believe. "Pretty little girl/standing

WASHINGTON (UPI)-The
Supreme Court Wednesday
declared it unconstitutional for a
state to make it a crime for single
persons to obtain birth control
devices that are available to
married couples.
In striking down a
Massachusetts law, Justice William
J. Brennan said in the majority
opinion: "Whatever the rights of
the individual to access to
contraceptives may be, the rights
must be the same for the
unmarried and the married alike.
"If the right to privacy means

Diff~rent

2.68·31

The Orthodox Baha'i Club will
host the eighth in its series of
campus firesides March 23 at 7: 30
p.m. in the Union. The subject
will be "Why be a Baha'i?"
featuring Rex King.

"THE LONESOME PICKER
RIDES AGAIN"
John Stewart
(Warner Bros./WS/1948)
John Stewart shows there is
still room .J;'or yet anothet talented
singer in the seemingly glutted
country·folk market.
''THE LONESOME PICKER
RIDES AGAIN" is a solid album,
a good one to listen to before
dropping off to sleep. Don't get
me wrong though, he doesn't
inspire drowsiness.
Stewart's obviously been
around, and many of his tunes
reflect the life of one who's spent
much of his time on the road.
This theme is heard in "Touch Of
The Sun," "Little Road And A
Stone 'l'o Roll," and "Wild Horse
Road."
I can associate with much of his
road music and for that reason I
like it. He sings of places he's been
and what he saw there, and he
does it well. His best song of the
nomadic existence is "Freeway
~Pleasure." Stewart thinks of the
road as a woman: . sometimes
good, often bad, yet full of the
feeling and passion that makes the
woman the creature she is. He
says it better: "Rescue me sweet
angel/She stole me as a child/To
become a dder on her two-lane
rodeo/And then you c11me
along/Levin' me for what I
am/I'V€l been too long with a
wmnan mf!de of stone." To him
the road is just a place you must

NEW MEXICO LOBO

individual, married or single, to be
free from unwarranted
government intrusion into matters
so fundamentally affecting a
person as the decision whether to
bear or beget a child."
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
cast the lone dissenting vote to
Brennan's constitutional finding.
Justices Byron R. White and
Harry A. Blackmun concurred
with tho court':; action in the
specific 1\.fassachusetts test case
but stopped short of going as far
as Brennan did on the
constitutional issue.
Justices William P. Douglas,
Thurgood Marshall and Potter
Stewart joined Brennan in the
opinion. Justices Lewis F. Powell
Jr., and William H. Rehnquist did
not partlctpate because they were
not on the court when the case
was argued.
The Massachusetts law banning
distribution of contraceptives to
unmarried individuals while
allowing them to married persons
through a doctor or pharmacist
was collilidered the toughest state
anti-contraceptive statute on the
books.
But 25 other states have laws
agaillilt birth control devices that
discriminate against single people
and may feel the impact of the
courl; ruling.
A spokestr~..an for the Planned
Parenthood Federation in New
York expressed delight over the
ruling. nThis represents the
striking down of one of the last
primitive vestiges of state law
restricting what we consider to be
a basic right of all people," the
spokesman said.
The Massachusetts law was
deliberately challenged by William
A. Baird, a birth control advocate,
when he gave sonte contraceptive
foam to a Boston University coed
during a campus lecture in April,
1967.
Since he was not a doctor,
Baird was found guilty and served
35 days of a three·year sentence.
Burger contended in his dissent
that Biard had "dispensed medical
material without a license" artd
his conviction should be upheld.
He asserted the opinions of the
othet six justices ''seriously invade
the constitutional prerogatives of
the states."
Thursday, March 23,1972

TH'E WEDGE!
The wedge sandal

pore flattery. A

comp~i

ment to you, your ward-

robe.

CORONADO CENTER: LOUISIANA & MENAUL
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9:30A.M. to 9 P.M. SATURDAY, 9:30A.M. to
6 P.M. SUNDAY, NOON to 5 P.M.
PHONE 298-8711 .
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Senate Defeats Campaign
Spending Limitation Bill
An attempt to lvwer campaign anywhere on campus, and
spending limitations of ASUNM students would be able to meet
Senate pre~;ident, vice president, candidates at their respective
·
and senator candidates, And to tables.
outlaw posting advertisement of
In .reference to the alleged
individual candidates on campus inhibition of aesthetic beauty on
was defeated 12·4 by the ASUNM campus by posters, Sen, Jerry
Senate last night.
Buckner said leaflets are the main
Sen, Bernadette Chavez problem. Sen. Anita Looney
introduced the bill to lower pointed out that under the
campaigning expenditures to $25 present elections code, posters
for president and vice president, must be posted at a certain time,
and $15 for senators. Presently, in certain places, and must be
the limits are $75 for president, taken down within 15 days after
$50 for vice president, and $25 the election.
Buckner opposed the bill
for senators.
"1 am going to run for because "the beau ties of a
• ff d $75 I campaign are the original ideas
•
that come out" in individual
presi dent an d I cant a or .·
think it (the $75 limit) is a
bourgeois chop," Chavez said. "I posteJ; advertising.
Chavez answered that
will not be able to afford the kind originality could be allowed on
- - cl-poster .Jack O'Guinn (presently the tables where candidates could
Senate vice president who will run post posters "all to hell."
for president against Chavez in the
The bill further proposed that
election) will afford."
Elections Committee print and
Sen. John Smith said it is unfair post a t 1eas t 7 5 post ers li st·mg a II
to change t~e election! codhes so candidates with positions sought,
late because 'the peop e w 0 are printing photos, and announcing
planning to run have already made election dates.
expenditures."
s en. D enms
· R ay argue d ,
•
The bill proposed that "no "Elections Com,mittee hAs enough
posters be posted so as to inhibit trouble running elections as it is
the aesthetic beauty of the (without having to pay for 75
University campus." It further posters)."
stipulated that r:.o individual
Chavez answered, "I'll come up
candidate nor any endorsing wi-::h a place that'll print the
organization may put up posters posters for less than $40. The
el(ceptonacampaigntableinthe money should come out of the
Union during campaign week. candidates' pockets rather than
Literature, such as campaign from Lht! Elections Committee,
leaflets, could be distributed she said.

c AIViPU§ BRIEF§
Regional Veep
There will be a meeting of
Chicano Studies Students , and
Pr<>fessors t<> discuss the status of
a proposal to establish a regional
vice presidency on March 23, 2:30
l>.m. in the Union Theater.

Indian Arts

An eight week class program of
Indian Arts sponsored by the
YWCA wm start March 23 at
Heights Boys Club,
Classes 'fill be held every
Thursday morning from 9:30 to
11:30 and will include
demonstrations and lectures on
language, painting, Indian jewelry
and turquoise by artists,
professors and anthropoligists.
The YWCA class is open to
anyone. The fee is $12 plus a $5
charge for non-YWCA members,

Pregnancy
Counseli'ng
_

E.m e r g e n c y Pregnancy
Counseling is now available at
1815 Las Lomas Rd .. N.E. from
• 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. ti19
10 a.m. t1l
p.m.
Telephone service is offered 24
hours and the number is
247-9819.
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GSA PARTY

Entertainment and Dancing

Two Bands:

!:* BIG RIVER BLUE GRASS BAND 8-10
;j:

HOMEGROWN 10·12

~
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Beer-15¢

·

Mixed Drinks-30¢

Place·• American
Legion Post 49
11005 Central NE
Time: Friday March 24, 1972
Date:

8 pm-12 pm

'

Chess Club

H

our

A coffee hour will be
conducted March 27 in room
231-E of the Union for SydJieY
Mead a distinguished Intellectual
Historian
speaking
on the
campus.
Phi Alpha
Theta,
graduate
student history organization is
sponsoring the coffee and all are
invited.

The Chess Club will meet
March 23 at 7:30p.m. in Union,
room 23kC. A school tournament
will be discussed.

Scholarship

l

•• t • I I

I I I I

(@uttrttrs
Kosher &
Italian Sandwiches
Steaks
BBQ Ribs

I

(imdyour
favorite drinks)

ALL GRAinJI\TE i\ND LAW STUDENTS WELCOME

905 Ya!e S.E.
- .................
..
~
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Lobos Versatile Jack of All Trades Prefers Catching Slot

Environmental Consultants

An annual Directory of
Environmental Consultants, will
be published beginning in 1972.
Environmentally concerned
professionals interested in having
their name and short resume
appear in the Directory should
send a No. 10, self·addressed,
stamped envelope to: Directory of
Environmental Consultants, P.O.
Box 8002, University Station, St.
Louis, Missouri 73108.

Five scholarships for $500 each
will be awarded by the Chino
Mines Division of Kennecott
Copper Corp. for the school year
1972-73. To be eligible, students
must be candidates for bachelor's
degrees in education, engineering,
business administration, scil;lnce, Infant Feeding Specialist
mathematics, journalistn, health
Samuel Fomon, authority on
and recreation, law, nursing and infant feeding, will be a guest
lecturer at UNM March 27, 4 p.m.
medicine,
Deadling for application at the in room 203 of the Basic Medical
Student Aids Office is April 3.
Sciences Building, 915 Stanford
N.E. The public is encourage<} to
Mro-American Open House
attend.
The Afro-American Studies
Center, 1819 Roma N.E., will Pre Medical School Conference
hold an open house from 10 a.m.
The Fourth annual College Pre
until 5 p.m. March 22. The Med Day will be held March 25 at
program will feat.ure a black art UNM's School of Medicine.
show by Ron Sanford.
Registration, open to all college
students contemplating a career in
Weldon
medicine, will begin at 10 a.m. til
William Weldon, poet, will be 10:30 a.m.
sponsored in the Amistad
poetry-reading series March 23 at
7 p.m. in the Bandelier East Seminar
Lounge.
There will be a graduate
seminar M11rch 24 at 3:30 in
Wilderness
Farris Engineering Building, room
Students for Environmental 349. The speaker for the seminar
Action will present a slide show is Thomas Nattker, computer
and discussion on the National science professor from NM Tech.
ForesL Roa<liebli area Inventory.
Hls sptmch will be on steady data
simulation of large chemical
plants.

by

Hans Brinker

The drama department will
offer two matinee performances
of "Hans Brinker and the Silver
Skates" March 25 and 26 in
Popejoy Hall.
Mead Speaks
Both matinee performances are
Sidney Mead, professor of scheduled
for 3 p.m.
history from the University of
Reservations
Saturday's
Iowa, will speak March 27 at 8 performance areforavailable
at
p.m. in room 250·C in the Union. Popejoy. Reservations for
Mead's topic will be "Organized Sunday's performance may be
Religion vs: The Republic and the
made by calling the UNM drama
American dilemma.
department office 277-4402 or
tickets are available at the door
fol:' $1.
Free Concert
The New Mexico Chamber Passover
Music Society, a group of
To spend Passover in a Jewish
Albuquerque musicians, will give a home, contact Gunther
free concert at 4 p.m. March 26 in Rothenberg, 255-9283 or
Keller Hall of UNM's Fine Arts 277-4343.
Center.
I

Stew'art Plays at Four"Diamond Positions ·

Bike Tour

Sociology 103

Sociology 103 will meet March
23 at 1915 Roma at 12:30 p.m. in
room 104.

II

Politicos

Absentee Voting

Versatile Stewart

II

I£ leaving fair New Mexico for

BOARD OF STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Is Now Accepting Applications for the
Positions of;
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor

UNM Summer Lobo Editor
Thunderbird Editor
Forms may be picked up in Journalism room 205
daily until4:30 p.m.

Forms must be returned to journalism room 205
no later than 4:00p.m. Friday) April7} 1972.

Petitions Still Available

Petitions for ASUNM President,
A bike tour to Los Lunas will Veep, and Senate are still available
be taken March 26 beginning at 9 and will be up until March 27 in
a.m. at the Union. Riders should the ASUNM urric~. Only cutch i::
that if you pick up a petition on
bring a lunch.
March 27, it has to be. turned in
that afternoon.
Faculty Recital
Leonard Felberg, associate
professor of music at UNM, and Women and Politics
An organizational meeting of
Gem:ge Ronert, a native of
the
National Women's Political
Vienna, Austria, will give a faculty
recital at 8:15 p.m. March 26 at Caucus will meet to discuss a New
UNM's Keller Hall. Both Felberg Mexico branch March 28 at 7:30
and R<>bert, along with Joanna de p.m. in Union, room 250-D.
Keyser, are members <>f the Interested persons may call Tom
faculty group, the Seraphin Trio. O'Hara, 842-9045 or Kate Koelle,
266-1310.

I
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successful or the Lobo relievers.
Jack Spence allowed five runs
in two·thirds innings, Waid was
touched for a run in one·third
innings, and Curl Gericke pitched
the eighth inning giving up three
additional tallies. There was no
ninth inning as Bob Leigh, UNM
baseball coach, conceded defeat
to West Texas.
By beating the Rams in the
opener, UNM extended its season
record against CSU to 4-1. Dennis
Mernick lead the Lobo attack
with four hits in five at bats,
including a triple and a double. He
reached base in all five plate
appearances.
Dan Fitzgerald was 3-for·3,
includtng a three-bagger and two
REI's. A 2·for·4 performance in
the second game gave Fitzgerald
hitting honors of the day for
UNM.
UNM scored twice in the third
on run-scoring .hits by Perry
Danforth a~d Fitzgerald to break

the
best

1

I

I

Climb Up To The Finest

~·~

~3¢

• ~ ·. • I J

*BEAU*

HAMBURGER

BRITGBBS

in town
Henry's Drive-In
6 Central 9 am to ll am

~-15_o_2__~_V_yo_r_n_in_s~N-'S__· ____,______----.--~6-0221
'l'hursday, MarciL 23, 1972

a 1-1 tie. Two more runs in the
fourth gave the Lobos a 5·1 lead.
The Rams scored twice in the
fifth and had Waid in trouble the
next inning, but Koch came into
the game to put out the fire, by
throwing fire in the form of
fnstbnlla.
West Texas scored nine times in
the last two innings of the Lobo's
second game and pounded out 23
hit& in the contest. West Texas
will be at Lobo Field today at 3
p.m. for the final game of the
short !!eries.

J:::~

298•8280
2001 Eubank NE

Courteous service with
a complete line of mountaineering gear.

Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear

KNIT JEANS

17lll Yale Blvd. SE
"Farn~ms Xatnc Brands .\t Lower

UNM split a doublehelldl'r
against two different teams
yesterday, as Joe Waid and Rich
Koch combined to hold Colorado
State in check in the opener,
while Koch, Waid, and four other
Lobo pitchers le~ West Texas
State get completely out of
control u1 the second game.
Waid allowed the CSU Indians
five hits and three runs in five and
one-third innings, which was good
enough for his fourth win of the
season without a loss. Koch
preserved the 7-3 victory by
pitching hitless ball over the final
three and two·thirds innings. Rick
struck out eight Rams in that time
including seven in a row.
Koch came back in the 15-7
second game loss, but didn't prove
to be as effective in the starting
role. He was lmocked from the
box in the second inning after
allowing tw<> runs on four hits,
and without recording one
strikeout.
Bill Irwin, Koch's sUccessor to
the mound, was also knocked
from the box ••• literally. The
f'trst two batters singled to left off
Irwin in the third inning. West
Texas rightfielder Jim Albracht
then smacked a wicked line drive
right back at Irwin.
The bail hit Bill in the face
knocking him to the ground. A
gash on his chin required the
Lobo reliever to leave the game
for stitching in favor o£ Jim Weber.
Weber was p9unded for six hits
and three runs (two earned~ in
four innings, but was the most

Nancy-ScoH Uniform Center

FACTORY OUTLET

I.u.ami ilchind Pioneer Wear

Olympic Sports Inc.

In Twin-Bill Finale

primary, and you would like to
vote, obtain information and
applications for absentee ballot:!
at McGovern Headquarters
243-2119.

Shirley Chisholm

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Different people
need different
rackets

WTS Mauls Lobos

tho Bummer bo£oro tho .June 6

A "Shirley Chisholm for
President'' party will be held
March 26, 3 p.m., at the
Bainbridge Bunting residence,
5021 Guadalupe Trail NW.
Shirley Chisholm, black
congresswoman from New York,
is _seeking the Democratic
nomination for President.
Congresswoman Chisholm's
autobiography, ''Unbossed and
Unbought" will be available at the
party, along with other campaign
materials.
The open house is being
sponsored by New Mexicans for
Chisholm organization,
coordinated by Tasia Young of
Albuquerque. A $1 donation will
be asked at the door, and
refreshments will be served.

Lobo catcher Gary Stewart, a
5-S, 170 pound sophomore from
Riverside, Cal., is shown playing
third base here against Adams
8tJ1te. When Gary isn't catching,
he can be found at either third
base, leftfield or rightfield. He is
hitting .343.

the catcher, knows what they are. Riverside following his freshman
By TOM REICHERT
Arnie Marzullo is blessed with a season when he hit ,269.
Playing four different positions
Uncertain Future
in college baseball might &eem like quick fast ball and an ability to
Right
at the end of the summer
keep
the
ball
down.
Ron
Adair
a difficult task to some people,
but not to the Lobos' Gary (Stewart's roommate) is the best while playing semi-pro ball for the
Stewart, He has been through it control pitcher on the squad. Joe Rapid City Chiefs of South
Waid has a good command of a.ll Dakota, Gary decided to return to
all before.
The ver~>Utile Stewart ha& taken pitches and f1·.eshman Mike UNM. Coach Leigh and his
a crack at all nine positions since Laurent is a flame thrower who girlfriend both convincl!d him to
continue his business education
he was six years old. Somehow, will.continue to improve.
and
playing career at New Mexico.
to
determine
The
quickest
way
though, he always knew that
Stewart is now quite happy to
if a pitcher may get knocked out
catching was the one for him.
Gary Stewart is primarily a of the box is if he's "constantly be playing for a winning team like
catcher for New MelCico. He says getting the ball up," stated the Lobos. He is lavish in his
simply t-hat, "I like catching Stewatt. He added that he and praise of New Mexico's
better." When the occasion calls Coach Leigh usually concur about togetherness this y!)ar. "This team
f<>r it, the agile young man from a pitcher's problems at the same sticks together,'' he s)lccinctly
stated.
;Riverside, California can also be time.
Looking forwarrl to the team's ·
Has Stewart ever been afraid
seen at third base, leftfield and
upcoming
roadtrip against the
behind
the
plate?
''Never,"
replied
rightfield for Bob Leigh's Lobos.
No matter where he plays, Gary who doesn't even think likes of USC, Stanford, and Santa
· Barbara brought .this "Sugarbear"
''Sugar Bear" Stewart has been about fear when playing.
comment. "It will be the best
Fielding Bunts Tough
creating havoc for opposing
competition
we have played and it
is
the
Fielding
bunts
quickly
pitchers this seaoon with his h<>t
will
prepare
us
for the WAC."
"Sugar
Bear"
toughest
chore
for
bat.
the
surprising
Lobo$, who
Can
(his
stocky
5-8,
170
pound
frame
High Average
Possessor of a lusty .343 got him the nickname) to make, were picked to finish last in the
average (after yesterday's "I gotta work on that play," WAC's Southe:m Division,
challenge national power Arizona
doubleheader), Stewart says it's Stewart said.
"I know I can throw out State for the title? "I know we
all a question of playing regular.
"When you know you are going to anybody," was Gary's comment. won't finish last in the division.
play ever day, you hit with about base stealers. Due to New We hope to contend with ASU,"
confidence," explained Stewart. Mexico's ' great start this season, noted Stewart as he bemoaned the
He also mentioned that hitting is Stewart hasn't had more than five fact that they have almost
all concentration and having the or six opportunities to cut down everyone back from last year's
patience to wait for the right opposing ru.nners, The Lobos powerhouse team.
Versatile Gary Stewart is
always seem to be in the lead,
pitch.
.
certainly
looking forward to the
which
makes
it
hazardous
for
ConcentratiQn is also a key
ingredient in catching. Gary noted teams to test Stewart's strong challenge. Mter all, any kid who
would come back from breaking
that you are involved with arm,
Gary Stewart almost didn't his finger at four, in a game of
virt\ially every play when catching ·
and that keeps you on your toes. Lluuw out any runners for UNM. catch ·with hio Dad, to be a college
"I am more sure of myself at this season. He was very close to catcher must have a lot of
enrolling at a junior college in determination.
catcher," said Gary.
Stewart still enjoys his
occasional respites from the chest
The First Name In
protectors, pads, and catching
mitts. "When I'm playing another
Tennis In Albuquerque
position, I feel at case from the
burdens of catching, but I also
Fred Perey
Head
feel more pressure," he pointed
Carl Fix
Wilson
Court Casuals
To Davis
out.
Ours
Bpncrcft
There is a lot more to catching
Pacifica of
Dunlap
than just receiving curves and
California
fastballs from the pitcher. A
You can choose from
catcher needs to know his pitcher.
He must have a grasp of the game
to call the right pitches. He can't
be afraid. He must field bunts
quickly and accurately, and throw
across from UNllf tennis courts on Girm·d Blvd.
out base runners with waist-high
bullet pegs, Sophomor~ Gary
Stewart has all these qualities.
Each of the Lobo hurlers has
different strongpoints. Stewart,·

I

I

!lnuntttitt
O!httlrt
1406 EUBANK BLVD., N.~.

The Largest
Selection of
Flares and
Bell Bottoms
In the State

_,
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Commission.OKs.Legalization

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
WHERE: Journall~m Building. Room
RATES: 7c por word, 20 word mini2o5, af~rncions preferably or man.
mum ( $1.40 I per ttm~ run. If ad Is to
run five or more consecutive days with
Classified Advertlairut
no cbunket~ Llie · fi4te Is reduced to lie
UNM P.O. Bo" 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
v.-ord& to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made in fuU prior to Insertion of advertisement

1l

P.:RSONALS

URGENT: Need ride to California, Spring
Brea~. Share expenses. Larry 277·5785.
3/28
BELLBOTTOM jeans, sizes 27·38. $5.00
at Uricle Sam's, 111 Harvard, work
shirts, $3.
3/28
FOOT-HIGH HURRICANE LAMPS with
reflectors $2,50 at Uncle Sam's. 111
Harvard, jean shirts, army pouchef!,
,10.
3/27
BIKINIS FROM CALIF. Wi!J mix and
match for your si~e. Some suits reduced
4 0%. TEEN·E·BEE-KEEN•E, 2 52 9
Utah, NE ( '!,! blk. north of Men au!).
299-3911.
3/24
COLLEGE TEACHERS, husband and wi~a,
interef!ted in care of home, yard, pets in
Albuquerque for summer in exchange for
rent. L. Bender, Box 51, Many Farms,
AZ, 86503, 602-781·6983.
3/24
WANTED Student (preferable native of
Japan) to tutor me in Japanese speech.
C!liJ Kathy at 268-5188.
3/24
HANG UP ON WAR-Telephone tax ( estimated $1.72 billion yearly) goes di·
rectly to Vietnam. For more info. Call
842-8528.
3/28
TRANSIT: HaVing a hard timeT Drug
Counseling and Information. Call 277·
5342, Mei!a Vista 1056, Sun.-Tburs,, 6·12
Fri. and Sat. 7·2
7/2
AGORA-We have found many etudents
using AGORA. Tbey talk about problems
of all kinde: the moet important and
least important you can think of, We
have disseminated information from
drugs to degree requirements. And oc·
caslonally we have actually helped people through crises, Use us If you need
us, 277-3013, NW comer Mesa Vista. tfn

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: Gold initial (RWB) ring on 8/12
on east tennis courts. 256-0260,
8/24
LOST: 6 mos. old German Shepherd-Husky
cross w/brown leather collar and tags,
Male dog w/white face markings, Reward.
Call 266·1182,
3/24
3)

SERVICES

UNM GRAD STUDENT does good tuneups for $5. Includes timing, carb ad·
justment, Installation and guaglng of
points, condensf'r, and plugs, Other
work done cheap includes fnstallatlon of
shocks $2 each) waterpumps, and other
mundane chores that service stations rip
you off for, Grant, Box 41'15, Station A,
87106.
tfn
"ORTHODOX BAHA'I FffiESIDES now
on campus. Thursdays, 7:80 UNM Stu•
dent Union. Call 242-4839, or write Box
'13'1, 87103."
IN MAZATLAN, stay at Magul'e Cua de
Hucspcdee "El Castillo" Tenlente Azueta
18 Norte. Downtown, near beaches, $2.00
night, clean. :More information, 1418
Fruit, NW., Apt. 4.
2/28
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS I ExJ!ert custom black-and.white proce~~~~lng.
Push procei!slng for higher ASA'a Carefull hand work. Fast and Inexpensive,
Call 268-9579 or come to 1715 Solano
11/28
Dr, N.E.
OLD OR NEW PHOTOGRAPHS and artwork Inexpensively copied ll!ld enlarged
to any elze. Enert fut servlee. Excel·
lent gltt Idea. Call Stewart Lewis, 268·
11579, or come to 1'115 Solano D•• N.E.
3/28
TYPEWRITERS & ADDING MACHINE
cleaning & repair. 20% dl.llcount to etu•
dents. Free eetlmatef!, 242-7889, New
Mexico Businef!s Machine Service, 3/27
MARRIED AND SINGLE students, HoepltaUzatlon Insurance. Paya up to $460.
for maternity, For Information, telephone, 242·1217.
8/28
PASSPORT:.. IMMIGRATION, IDENTIFICATIO.l'i photo. Fut Inexpensive,
pleasing, NMr UNM. Ca\1 266·2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE,
1/28
PROFESSIONAL RESUME WITH 60
COPIES--olf·set press. Special etudent
rate of $14.60 ($11.50 tor original ()nly)
caU 266·8751 tor appolntmcnt-Mr. Pattenon.
tln
5)

5)

(continued from page 1)

5) FORSALE

FORSALE

NEW & l1SED MUSICAL INSTRU·
MENTS &. RECORDS. Brothers Music
1831 Central NW, 242-3745.
8/27
GARAGE SALE. Must sell! Television,
furniture, kitc)Jen wares, sl)orts eQt:!iP·
ment, clothes, and more. Saturdaf and
Sunday, 108% Columbia SE.
~~~
'66 VW BUSS, semi-furnished interior re.
built engine and transmission, Fine run•
ning eonditian. Call Chuck evenings,
898-7887.
3/24
ELECTRJO JIASS GUITAR, like new, cost
$600, sell $150, 265-3824,
8/29
1962 VW DUG. Runs but needs motor
8/23
work, $210. 842-6628.
OUTDOOR LEATHER GEAR: bike hats,
visors, knansacks, shorts, and 11andnls at
THill LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2983
Monte Vista NE at Central and Girard.
tfn
2 TOSTAD~S FOR THE PRICE OF 1 at
TIJUANA TACO just west of Yale on
Lomas. Offer good 5 p.m.-10 p.m. week·
days, & 11 a.m.-8 p.m. weekends. Offer
ends March 29, 1972.
3/27
PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS, 1-new Olivetti. 1-used Underwood. Priced to sell.
242·1775.
2/27
CB 750 OWNERS: Now available: cyclemounted vacuum sets for quick/accurate
tune-ups, Dave 242-9661, aftemoone.
3/27
1960 FORD PICKUP, recently rebuilt V-8
asking $860, See at 811 La Vega SW.
After 6 p.m. ·
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES. Student
discOunt on everything in store. Dark·
room Qupplles, film, chemicals, processIng. Southern EKJ>osure LTD., 2318 Central across from Yale Park.
tfn
SUPERB 1968 Volkswagen Squarebaek,
Low Mileage, Like new. $1,100. Individual, 842·0328,
3/23
NEW FRENCH Gitane 10-epeed bike,
$95.00. Call 898-1250.
8/23
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING MA·
CHINES equipped to do moet &DF•
thing, $411.96. Cub or Terma, Ol>en 7<
days a week. United Freight Sales, 8920
San Mateo NE.
tfn
JUST RECEIVED-1972 model solid state
stereo comPonent eyetem, complete with
AM-FM, FM-etereo radio. stereo caesette
recorder and PlaYP.r complete with microphone, Includes deluxe BSR record
~!hanger for an}y $249.95. Cash or terms.
UNITED FREIGHT SALES 3920 San
Mateo NE, Open eeven daya a week. tfn

DEAL STIJDE_N_T_T_O_S__TU=n--E~N~T:-.-::S:-a"""ve

40'*-Diamonds and custom bands.
4/9
Charlie Romero-344-6849.
SA-NDALS: All air.e1, handtooled at the
ri~ht nr!ce • , . THE LEATH'F.RBACK
tfn
TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE,
!!0 USED l'OltTARLE TV's, $30·$60. 441
Wyoming NE. 265-698'1.
11/2
ll)

F.MPlOYMENT

OUTDOO'R WORK, meet people, little
nhv•il'al enercnr necessary-sell the .
HARD TTMES for fun & profit. 107
Corn~ll SE, or nick some \lP at the
Roach Ranch, 120 Yale SE.
8/28
FJ.OWF'J{S MAT\E THE DAY REAU·
TTFUL--sell flowers-good pay-2flB·
9R22.
3/81
LOOKING FO'Il MEN WITH AM'RJTTON
-need annllcants for 5obs now thru
summer-can 265-9100 between 9 a,m,-12
noon-12noon-3 a.m. 265·4958.
3/27
__...
3 EVENINGS ani! Saturdays, $75,00 wk.
average, 265-4958,
8/27
....
MALE HELP WANTED, l'AltT-TIME.
SAVE·WAY Llouor Store. 5716 Menaul
Blvd. NE. 255-9716,
2/27
NEEDED: Volunteer tutors 1 hour once
a week for emotionally disturbed. Call
265-1251.
8/27

---·
-·
-·-----

7)

overemphasizes as a problem, a
symbol of rebellion that may fad
away.
-Marijuana does not calllle
violent or aggressive behavior; if
anything, it inhibits the
expl;'ession of such behavior.
-The overwhelming majority
of. users do not p,.rogress to other
drugs, like heroin or LSD,
Tobacco and alcohol are more
closely associated with other drug
use than is pot.
-Present levels of use do not
constitute a major threat to public
health and safety, but this
conclusion should not lead to
complacency. Marijuana is not an
innocuous drug.
-About 24 million Americans
over age 11 have used marijuana
at least once; use is heaviest
among the young; about 500,000

XEROX COPYING
SERVICE

We operate the machines
and guarantee clean sharp
copies.

respe~tively

Charles Finley's refusal to
increase his salary offer of
$50,900 to Vida Blue may cost
the A's owner $500,000 in lost
gate receipts.

Popejoy Hall presents

Civic Light Opera's
"THE KING AND I"

MTSCEI.LANEOUS

WANTED: 2 ticket'~ to Mexican Folklorlco
at Poneioy on Anrll 10, evening perfo~mance, Contact Feline F. Quintana,
2/2'
277-2146. After 5 at 242-4498,
BACK ISSUES of t'l,e New Mexico Dally
Lobo may be purchased for 10c at the
Student Publications Business Office,
Journalism Building, Room 205.
NEF.D USE OF A PICK-UP OR VAN to
follow bl~e trip, March 81-Anril 2.
Owner can drive or we can. Call 242~
3440.
3/24
ACHTUNG I German Club picnic on Saturday, March 25 at the International
Center. 1808 Las LOmas NE from 1..2 :00
. a.m. till whenever, $1 at tila rlnor. '1!/28
NEW HOURS AT TIJUANA TACO fSWJt
Wef!t of Yale on Lomasl-Weekdays 11
a.m. to 10 p.m. and weekends 11 a.m. to
8 p.m. Come on by,
8/24

.__ _ _ _ __. April5 thru 9*
Tickets 4.00, 3.50, 3.00
UNM Students $1.00 discount
*Mat.: 2:15
Eves: 8:15
Tel. 277-3121

The Malayan Sea is not
considered a geographical entity
but a term used for convenience
for water between the South
Pacific and the Indian Ocean.

TJIIS FRIDAY liND
JEWELED HORROR TALE

T-~N

arl~~ ~ra~~~

This deeply startling work is a think '18
man's horror (ifm and a symbolic self·
portrait by one of the great film-artists.
A wandering magician comes bearing a
bag of tricks that turn him from magician
into savior, then to con·man, and finally
to artist extraordinaire. Max von Sydow,
the doubting knight of THE SEVENTH
here leads a
lliant attack on
cynicism.

AN':)

~I r~~i~o Jame~ ~~~n ~i~~ar~ ~a~tella~o
~o~ert ~~vall ~terli~~ ~aJ~en Jo~n MarleJ

IcoloiD

J~~ar~ ~onte mane ~eaton

!!!l

M~ri~ ~lO·~ ~OV£]~~ ~~M~~~~(~~g~1o BY Ilalla!•

Exclusive

12:30, 3:30,

THE SHOWPLACE

OF AlBUQUERQUE

New Mexico Premiere

6:30,9:30

LOEWS
THEATRE
IN Tll,IHAI.I..

LOBO

I OADVERTJ[§HNG
CLA§§IFXED

llnivenity P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢. per word, $1>40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢. per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to

in~rtion of advertisement

CLASSIFICATIONS:

1. Personals
5. For Sale

2. lost &. Found
6. Employment

3 Servic::es

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneous

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT ~-TIMES STARTING""---:---

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Choice of Paper
Student Discount

DAY & NIGHT
PRINTERS

Kareem-Abdul Jabbar was
awarded the NBA's Most Valuable
Player Award in a vote by the
players. Los Angeles Lakers' stars
Jerry West and Wilt Chamberlain
finished second and third

-

FORSALE

19GB TRIUMPH TR 250, 6 cyl., 4 epd.,
conv., radio phone: 266·0067.
812'
l~REE GALLON GESSO. Drawing at Art
Stuf', 1824 CentraL Winner announced
3/24
8/25,
1967 DODGE VAN in good condition, Call
869-2624 for details.
2/24
DOSS '61 cHiVY-$20G-caD 242·7692.
2/2,
1968 OPEL KADETT, new cluteh, good on
gul $350 and take ove payments of $46.
212'
Cal around 7 p.m. 8'17·0806 AJ.
"NEW" HONDA CB350, only 800 mllee old.
$695.00. Frank, 268-9051.
2/2'
1971. HONDA 850--excellent conditt.;:
extr1111, r-&~~h or va:vmente, 242-3161. 3/27
RED 1970 HONDA SL 350-"Motocroee"
style, clt'Bn, extru-Bill-842-8672. 8/28
1966 AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 MK 111,
convertible. 268-6943.
8/28
1968 B.S.A. 260 Starftre. Great condition.
298·2767 after 6 p.m.
3/28
CAMPING TENT f()r. VW Bus. Perfect
3/28
condition. $150,00 247·8271,
1064. VW BUG. Sunroof. '72 platef!,
$466.00. Eveninge-898-2514
8/28
1969 VW BUG. Good condition, Must 11eU,
$1050, Reid, 2Gii·1698,
8/28
19G!! VW 4·SPEED SQUAREDACK. Excellent condltlon. $1000 cB8h. :Phone
3/28
344·0604.

J?ersons 1.tse it heavily, meaning
several times a day; use dies not
vary significantly by race.
-There is little proved danger
of phy~cal or psychological harm
from experimental or intermittent
use; the :a:isk of harm lies instead
in heavy, long-term use.
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Let us quote your next printing
job.
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